GENDER BIAS IN ACADEMIC SCIENCE
Women's participation in the life sciences has increased over recent decades, particularly relative to other STEM fields. For example, women earned 52% of doctoral degrees in the life sciences in 2012, up from 37% in 1993; in comparison, women earned just 20% of doctoral degrees in physics in 2012, up slightly from 13% in 1993 (National Science Foundation [NSF], 2012) . And yet, female life scientists remain underrepresented among senior faculty, grantees, and award winners. For example, as of 2006, women comprised only 26% of full professors in the life sciences (NSF, 2008) and constituted only 5% of Nobel laureates in physiology or medicine (Nobel Foundation, 2015) . Additionally, female undergraduate life science students appear to be underrepresented in large-classroom discussions; although they comprise ∼60% of students enrolled in large biology classes, one study found that their voices reflect fewer than 40% of responses to instructor questions, a critical method of engaging with and mastering course material (Eddy et al., 2014) . To the extent that women's restricted involvement undermines access to talent and slows scientific progress, the scientific community stands to benefit from boosting women's participation in the life sciences and other STEM fields.
Researchers have sought to identify factors responsible for the lingering underrepresentation of women in academic science. For example, some evidence suggests that early sex differences in attitudes toward and interest in STEM fields (such that boys are more likely than girls to express positive attitudes and interest in STEM) may contribute to the gender disparity, though these attitudes are likely associated with socialization processes communicating that STEM is more appropriate for boys and men (vs. girls and women; Ceci et al., 2014) . Additionally, women's participation may be undermined by a lack of female role models (Dasgupta, 2011; Stout et al., 2011) and peers (Dasgupta et al., 2015) .
In addition to these factors, mounting evidence suggests that persistent gender biases favoring men may undermine women's progress in STEM. For example, across cultures and developmental stages, children are more likely to produce images of men than women when asked to draw a scientist (Finson et al., 1995) . Similarly, adults are more likely to associate science with men than with women (Nosek et al., 2002) . Finally, journal articles with female authors are less likely to be cited than articles with male authors (Lariviere et al., 2013) , and Dutch female scientists' grant applications are less likely to be funded and receive high "quality of researcher" scores relative to male colleagues (Van der Lee and Ellemers, 2015) .
Experimental evidence bears out these correlational trends. For example, a laboratory experiment demonstrated that undergraduate participants were more likely to hire a male applicant for a mathematical task relative to the identical female, even when objective performance data were provided (Reuben et al., 2014) . Although it is reasonable to expect that STEM professionals might not demonstrate these types of biases (due to their rigorous training in scientific objectivity), further experimental evidence suggests that gender biases are observed among STEM participants as well as the general population. For example, both male and female STEM faculty favored a male lab manager applicant relative to the identical female applicant (Moss- and were more likely to agree to a mentoring meeting with a male doctoral candidate than with the identical female candidate (Milkman et al., 2015) . Thus, persistent gender biases may significantly undermine women's advancement within STEM fields; conversely, developing methods to reduce gender bias may help to broaden women's participation.
THE NEED FOR EFFECTIVE GENDER BIAS INTERVENTIONS
Because STEM educators are responsible for training, evaluating, and mentoring the next generation of scientists, they are a particularly critical target group for evidence-based interventions designed to reduce gender biases. Simply put, STEM educators have the opportunity to either perpetuate or interrupt the transmission of existing gender biases to the next generation of scientists. Moreover, their willingness to mentor female students (or lack thereof; Sheltzer and Smith, 2014) may directly affect women's persistence in academia (Pfund et al., 2015) . Although this population of dedicated educators may be committed to scientific meritocracy and fair treatment, experimental evidence suggests that they are subject to the same subtle gender biases observed in the general population (Steinpreis et al., 1999; Moss-Racusin et al., 2012; Milkman et al., 2015) . Moreover, experimental tests Milkman et al., 2015) reveal that life science faculty (e.g., biologists) are just as likely to demonstrate gender biases as faculty in other STEM fields (e.g., physics, mathematics). Thus, it is critical to implement tested gender bias interventions among life science instructors, with the broader aim of increasing the participation of talented female scientists (Moss-Racusin et al., 2014) .
There are few validated diversity interventions available, and almost none targeting STEM instructors' gender biases (Moss-Racusin et al., 2014) . Problematically, because the majority of existing interventions have not been subject to systematic evaluation, the efficacy of current approaches remains largely unknown (Paluck, 2006; Paluck and Green, 2009) . Of further concern, evidence suggests that some interventions may actually backfire, exacerbating biases and undermining diversification efforts (Legault et al., 2011; Dobbin and Kalev, 2013; Dobbin et al., 2015) .
To our knowledge, only two evidence-based interventions designed to reduce STEM faculty gender biases have been systematically evaluated and validated in randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Specifically, one intervention increased awareness of and motivation to address gender bias among University of Wisconsin-Madison faculty relative to wait-list controls (Carnes et al., 2015) . Another intervention significantly reduced male faculty's implicit (or automatic, nonconscious; Nosek et al., 2002) gender biases relative to controls (Jackson et al., 2014) . A third RCT revealed that established social psychological bias-reduction techniques (e.g., stereotype replacement, counterstereotypic imaging) reduced implicit racial bias, but did not examine gender bias, and used undergraduate psychology student participants . This promising evidence demonstrates the potential for diversity interventions to bring about meaningful bias-related changes and highlights the need for further work assessing the effectiveness of gender bias-reduction interventions among STEM educators.
ACTION READINESS
Egalitarian attitudes themselves are insufficient to produce positive changes if they are not also accompanied by relevant behaviors designed to combat gender bias. Indeed, people who believe that they are objective often paradoxically express high levels of gender discrimination, suggesting that biases are frequently unintentional and that egalitarian attitudes do not necessarily ward off inequitable behaviors (Uhlmann and Cohen, 2007) . Thus, in addition to increasing awareness of diversity issues and reducing subtle gender bias, successful interventions should also increase attendees' readiness to take action on diversity-related issues (Moss-Racusin et al., 2014) . With this in mind, we turned to the literature to identify a theoretically grounded measure of action readiness.
A large body of literature on self-regulation (i.e., the ways in which people maintain motivation and focus throughout a task; Crowe and Higgins, 1997) has identified two primary strategies for managing goal-related behavior, such as tackling diversity challenges in a professional academic context. An approach orientation (or promotion focus) emphasizes goal attainment and accomplishment, such as working hard to receive a coveted job offer. In a diversity context, someone utilizing a promotion focus might strive to create positive interactions and parity between diverse students in the classroom and actively seek out opportunities to mentor talented students from a variety of demographic backgrounds. In contrast, an avoidance orientation (or prevention focus) is a more conservative approach focused on risk aversion, such as working hard to avoid being fired. Someone employing a prevention focus might attempt to evade discussion of diversity-related topics in the classroom or avoid potentially uncomfortable diversity-related conversations with mentees.
Previous research has demonstrated that the use of a promotion focus (relative to a prevention focus) is often associated with superior performance across a host of different types of tasks (Crowe and Higgins, 1997; Higgins et al., 1997; Moss-Racusin and Rudman, 2010; Rudman et al., 2012) , including behavior related to bias and diversity (Trawalter and Richeson, 2006; Does et al., 2011) . This work suggests that increased promotion focus (rather than decreased prevention focus) is the critical predictor of behavioral outcomes. Thus, we were primarily interested in determining whether promotion focus increased after exposure to a diversity-training intervention (i.e., that participants became more focused on attaining positive diversity-related outcomes) and also predicted that prevention focus would not increase (i.e., that participants did not become more likely to avoid tackling diversity-related challenges).
THE CURRENT RESEARCH
We sought to address gaps in the existing literature by providing an evaluation of a workshop called "Scientific Diversity." This brief, evidence-based gender bias intervention has been widely implemented among life science instructors at the National Academies Summer Institutes (NASIs), a series of annual nationwide workshops that train life science faculty in the principles of scientific teaching (Handelsman et al., , 2007 Wood and Handelsman, 2004; Miller et al., 2008; Pfund et al., 2009; Couch et al., 2015) . To recruit life science instructors as participants, we partnered with NASI leaders, inviting life scientists who attended a NASI in the Summer of 2012 to participate in our study. Those who elected to participate completed baseline measures (pretest) 2 weeks before attending the "Scientific Diversity" workshop at a NASI. They then completed the same set of measures 2 weeks after completing the workshop (posttest), allowing us to assess change over time.
Our objective was to assess the extent to which the "Scientific Diversity" workshop was associated with improvements in STEM faculty participants' awareness of diversity issues, gender bias, and readiness to take action on diversity issues. We tested the hypothesis that the "Scientific Diversity" workshop increases participants' awareness of gender bias, reduces participants' gender bias, and increases participants' readiness to take action on diversity issues. Specific predictions were as follows:
Prediction 1: Participants' awareness of diversity issues will increase from pretest to posttest. Prediction 2: Participants' gender bias will decrease from pretest to posttest. Prediction 3: Participants will demonstrate optimized action readiness at pretest relative to posttest, such that their approach orientation will increase, while their avoidance orientation will remain stable or decrease.
MATERIALS AND METHOD

Participants
Of 212 total eligible participants (i.e., NASI attendees), 150 completed the survey at pretest and posttest, for an overall participation rate of 71%. This is significantly higher than participation rates typically obtained in field studies of professionals, which can dip as low as 30% (Steinpreis et al., 1999; Moss-Racusin et al., 2012) . Of these 150 participants, 24 were participants of color. In keeping with other studies evaluating the efficacy of diversity interventions Prime et al., 2012) , the current analyses were restricted to data from white participants. The reasoning behind this decision was twofold. First, previous research has indicated that participants of color often respond differently than white participants to issues pertaining to diversity (Purdie-Vaughns et al., 2008) . Thus, including both white participants and participants of color in the current study without statistically accounting for participant race would likely have obscured results. Second, because the NASI attendees were majority white, it was not possible to collect responses from enough participants from any single racial minority group to obtain sufficient statistical power to adequately test for racial differences. Thus, to avoid reporting inaccurate results, we restricted the current analyses to white participants, resulting in a final sample of 126 (70% female) for our primary analyses (although results were unchanged when participants of color were included in analyses 1 ). We strongly 1 Despite these important caveats, we examined whether the overall pattern of results differed if participants of color were included in analyses. For these analyses, we included all 150 participants. Of importance, the observed pattern of results did not deviate from those obtained with the smaller sample of 126 white participants. Supporting prediction 1, participants were more aware of diversity issues following the intervention, b = 0.31, SE = 0.11, t(147.99 ments and three outcomes identified in the diversity intervention framework discussed above (Moss-Racusin et al., 2014) . Specifically, addressing design elements A and B, the workshop was designed from the theoretical perspective of "scientific teaching," an evidence-based approach to teaching that combines frequent assessment, inclusiveness for diverse students, and active learning (a collection of teaching methods that engage learners and provide practice in scientific thinking; Handelsman et al., 2004 Handelsman et al., , 2007 Miller et al., 2008 ; for a detailed list of scientific teaching goals and a taxonomy of observable practices, see Couch et al., 2015) . For example, rather than simply stating in a lecture format that prejudice can be subtle or that diverse classroom environments optimize learning, instructors gave a detailed, interactive presentation of the empirical research on prevalent automatic or implicit biases (Greenwald et al., 2015) and the benefits of heterogeneous learning environments (Chamany et al., 2008) .
From this, instructors generated active discussion, encouraging participants to draw their own conclusions from the data. Specifically, instructors created structured small-group activities to facilitate participants' engagement with and critical analysis of the empirical evidence (targeting outcomes 1 and 2) before returning to a larger group discussion. To help participants prepare to tackle diversity-related issues (targeting outcome 3), instructors and participants practiced techniques for creating an inclusive academic environment, such as classroom exercises targeting diverse learning styles, mentoring approaches tailored to the needs of individual students, suggest that future research attempt to recruit a diverse faculty participant sample, enabling more sophisticated tests to determine whether attendees from different racial backgrounds respond differently to diversity-training interventions.
Participants were academic scientists working primarily in the life sciences (88% life/biological sciences), with a minority drawn from other related STEM fields (7% chemistry, 4% physics, 1% other). Participants' average age was 45 (SD = 10.48, range 28-70). Of participants, 13% were full professors, 22% were associate professors, 19% were assistant professors, 28% were non-tenure-track instructors, 9% were postdoctoral associates, and 9% reported another title. Using the institutional categories, 71% were from "very high research activity" research universities (R1), 15% were from "high research activity" or doctoral/research universities (R2), 10% were from liberal arts colleges, 2% were from community colleges, and 2% were from other types of institutions; 77% taught at public institutions. Of importance, no significant effects were associated with these participant demographic variables (t < 1 and p > 0.05 for all analyses); as a result, they are not discussed further.
"Scientific Diversity" Workshop Our intervention took the form of an evidence-based workshop entitled "Scientific Diversity," which lasted for ∼120 min and has been implemented by more than a dozen different leaders with more than 1400 scientist participants since 2004 (Wood and Handelsman, 2004; Pfund et al., 2009) . As its name implies, the goal of the workshop was to take a scientific approach to diversity intervention. Specifically, trained facilitators introduced attendees to empirical social science literature on the existence and nature of subtle biases and the benefits of inclusive, heterogeneous learning environments. Of importance, the workshop was consistent with a framework derived from a systematic review of the existing literature on the efficacy of existing diversity interventions (Moss-Racusin et al., 2014) .
This framework identified four design elements shared by successful interventions and recommended the targeting and assessment of at least three key measurable outcome variables. Essential design elements were as follows: A) interventions based on theory and empirical evidence, rather than intuition; B) approaches that utilize active learning to foster participants' dynamic engagement with workshop content; C) presentation of diversity as a shared goal and responsibility rather than as the fault of one group or individual; and D) incorporation of rigorous evaluation to assess the intervention's efficacy. Essential outcomes were 1) increase in participants' awareness of diversity issues; 2) reduction of participants' biases; and 3) preparedness of participants to take action on diversity-related issues rather than avoid diversity challenges (see Table 1 for a list of all intervention design elements, outcome variables, and associated key results).
Individual NASI leaders and "Scientific Diversity" instructors were free to tailor the specific workshop activities and assign preparatory readings based on the particular needs of attendees (and we accounted for potential outcome differences associated with this modest pedagogical variability in our analyses-see Analytic Strategy below), but the "Scientific Diversity" workshop followed the same general format at each NASI. This format was consistent with the four design ele- The pretest occurred 2 weeks before participants attended the "Scientific Diversity" workshop, and the posttest occurred 2 weeks after the workshop.
ing construct. Specifically, we utilized the item "To what extent do you think that your own department is diverse?" Participants responded using the scale 1 (not at all diverse) to 7 (very diverse). This scale was reverse-coded, such that higher numbers indicate more awareness of diversity issues.
Subtle Gender Bias (Outcome 2)
In keeping with previous research we measured a subtle, contemporary form of bias. We reasoned that, as committed instructors and mentors, participants would be unlikely to display traditional, "old-fashioned" intentional forms of bias, characterized by explicit hostility toward and an overt intention to prevent the success of stigmatized groups (such as racial minorities and women; Glick and Fiske, 1996; Dovidio and Gaertner, 2004) . Rather, we investigated a more subtle form of modern bias, which stems from pervasive cultural stereotypes, frequently exists beyond individuals' conscious awareness, and does not reflect an overt intention to discriminate or cause harm. Thus, we employed the widely used and well-validated Modern Sexism Scale (Swim et al., 1995 (Swim et al., , 2005 to assess subtle gender bias. This scale includes eight items, such as "Discrimination against women is no longer a problem in the United States" and "Over the past few years, the government and news media have been showing more concern about the treatment of women than is warranted by women's actual experiences," to which participants responded on a scale of 1 (disagree strongly) to 7 (agree strongly). Endorsement of these items reflects subtle, contemporary gender bias (e.g., dismissing or minimizing concerns about ongoing gender discrimination).
Responses to items were averaged to create the Modern Sexism Scale, on which higher numbers indicated greater levels of subtle gender bias (α preintervention = 0.84, α postintervention = 0.85).
Action Readiness (Outcome 3)
We used a previously validated scale (Rudman et al., 2012) tailored to diversity goals to measure acute levels of both promotion and prevention foci as related to handling diversity-related challenges. Ten promotion focus items included "Right at this minute, in terms of my approach to diversity, I'm feeling … free to pursue my goals/confident that I can go after my goals/ focused on what I will achieve." Ten prevention focus items included "Right at this minute, in terms of my approach to diversity, I'm feeling … as though I need to avoid risks/like I don't want to make any mistakes/like I want to make sure nothing bad happens." Responses were indicated on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) scale. Items reflecting promotion and prevention focus were averaged separately to form the promotion (α Pretest = 0.81, α Posttest = 0.88) and prevention (α Pretest = 0.89, α Posttest = 0.90) focus scales, with higher numbers reflecting greater levels of promotion or prevention focus.
PROCEDURE
Participants were attendees at one of seven NASIs that were held nationwide between May and August 2012. These NASIs were designed to train life science instructors in the principles of scientific teaching (Handelsman et al., , 2007 Miller et al., 2008; Couch et al., 2015) and are described in detail elsewhere (Wood and Handelsman, 2004; Pfund et al., 2009) . Attendees from each of the seven 2012 NASIs participated in our study. Specifically, 2012 NASIs took place at the University and approaches to mastering difficult conversations about sensitive or uncomfortable diversity topics. Addressing design element C, the workshop emphasized shared responsibility for addressing diversity challenges and avoided assigning blame for diversity issues. For example, facilitators shared empirical findings indicating that subtle cultural stereotypes are pervasive (Devine, 1989) ; thus, biases are often expressed even by well-intentioned individuals who value egalitarianism and fairness (Uhlmann and Cohen, 2007) . Additionally, instructors stressed that the literature typically does not indicate differences between people belonging to different demographic groups (e.g., male faculty are no more likely than female faculty to exhibit bias against women in STEM; Moss-Racusin et al., 2012; Milkman et al., 2015) , suggesting that the blame for diversity challenges does not lie with members of specific groups. Finally, addressing design element D, this paper reports the findings of the first evaluation of the intervention's efficacy. Additional systematic assessments are ongoing.
We measured the three key outcome variables identified by the diversity intervention framework discussed in the introduction (Moss-Racusin et al., 2014) . Although the workshop touched on the importance of diversity broadly defined (including diversity associated with racial background, age, learning style, etc.), it particularly emphasized literature and activities on gender diversity and bias. For this reason, we focused the assessment on variables pertaining to gender bias, though future work should assess additional potential effects on other types of bias.
Awareness of Diversity Issues (Outcome 1)
Previous research has indicated that increasing participants' awareness and knowledge of diversity issues is a critical component of successful diversity interventions (Shields et al., 2011; Carnes et al., 2012 Carnes et al., , 2015 Prime et al., 2012; Zawadzki et al., 2012) . Although prior work has assessed this construct by directly asking participants to self-report the extent to which they are aware of diversity issues (e.g., Prime et al., 2012) , these measures may be hampered by social desirability concerns, particularly after repeated measurements. That is, such explicit measures may alert participants to the nature of the construct being measured and lead them to edit their responses accordingly (see the Discussion section for an analysis of social desirability concerns pertinent to the current research).
Thus, drawing upon the existing literature, we chose to assess this construct in a slightly more indirect way. Specifically, one indicator of increased diversity awareness is attendees' heightened ability to accurately detect the relative homogeneity of their environment (Case, 2007) . We predicted that participants would be more likely to perceive the relative lack of diversity in their home departments (which likely reflected the consistent nationwide underrepresentation of women and people of color in STEM fields; NSF, 2012) following their exposure to the "Scientific Diversity" workshop. We chose to focus on the perceived diversity of participants' departments (rather than their larger academic institutions) due to the fact that, although college and university communities as a whole now often approach gender parity, women remain significantly underrepresented within many STEM departments (NSF, 2012) . Thus, assessment at the department rather than institutional level provided a more precise measurement of the relevant underly-reported problematic suspicions. Participants who completed the pretest measures but elected not to complete the posttest measures underwent the debriefing after the posttest data collection period had ended. After being fully debriefed, participants were thanked for their time. No compensation was offered in exchange for participation. The study was reviewed and determined to be exempt by the Yale University Institutional Review Board.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA COLLECTION: IMMEDIATE POSTINTERVENTION EFFECTS
A subset of participants (N = 78) also completed the action-readiness scales immediately after completing the "Scientific Diversity" workshop, to assess the acute relationship between attending the workshop and propensity to engage in behaviors addressing diversity challenges. Immediately following the intervention, all participants were given the option to complete paper-and-pencil versions of the promotion focus (α immediately postintervention = 0.86) and prevention focus (α immediately postintervention = 0.84) subscales. The scales were administered in the same room as the "Scientific Diversity" workshop, and scale items were presented in one of two random orders. The demographics of the subset of participants who chose to complete these immediate postintervention scales did not meaningfully differ from the full sample.
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RESULTS
Analytic Strategy
Because the data were collected at different NASIs held across the country during the Summer of 2012, there were many potential sources of variability that could have influenced participants' responses to the surveys. For example, there might have been preexisting differences associated with participants' choices to attend one NASI over another. Moreover, each NASI was run by different organizers, was held at a different academic institution, exposed participants to different coattendees, and so on. Finally, the "Scientific Diversity" workshop at each NASI was taught by different instructors. Thus, it was necessary to ensure that our statistical approach accounted for the potential variability across NASIs and successfully assessed change in of Georgia-Athens (study participant N = 22), West Virginia University (study participant N = 12), Harvard University (study participant N = 25), University of Minnesota-Twin Cities (study participant N = 20), Louisiana State University (study participant N = 13), Evergreen State College (study participant N = 19), and University of Colorado-Boulder (study participant N = 15). Each NASI included the "Scientific Diversity" workshop approximately two-thirds of the way through the weeklong curriculum.
Attendees were invited to participate in the current research after their NASI acceptance. During the online NASI registration process, NASI leaders informed attendees that they would be invited to participate in a research project conducted by an affiliated research team housed at Yale University that was not involved in delivering the NASI. To reduce self-selection concerns, we disguised the true nature of the study; participants were told that we were interested in learning about their general social attitudes, for the purposes of refining existing professional development programs. Assessments took place at two time points, and all measures were completed online using participants' own computers. At pretest (2 weeks before attending the NASI), participants received an emailed invitation to participate in the study originating from the email address of one of the authors (M.J.G.). After granting informed consent, participants ensured that their responses would remain anonymous by creating a unique participant ID code, which enabled their responses at the two time points to be linked without being associated with their identity. They then completed an online questionnaire created using the survey administration program Qualtrics. This survey included all measures presented in a random order, and items within each measure were also randomized.
Participants who completed the pretest questionnaire received another emailed invitation to complete a nearly identical online questionnaire at posttest (2 weeks following the completion of the NASI). Although some prior work has investigated the immediate impact of bias-reduction techniques (e.g., Lai et al., 2014) , comparatively few studies have assessed longer-term postintervention effects. Thus, we sought to measure the extent to which the intervention was associated with changes in participants' awareness of diversity issues, subtle gender bias, and action readiness after the passage of a reasonable amount of time and once they had returned to their home environments. We also included an immediate postintervention assessment for a subset of participants and measures, as described in the Supplemental Analyses section below. The only difference between the pre-and posttest questionnaires was that participant demographics were not collected at the pretest and instead were measured only at the end of the posttest (to ensure that measuring demographics did not impact participants' responses to other questions; Steele and Aronson, 1995) .
On completion of the posttest measures, participants underwent a "funnel debriefing" (designed to probe for unusually high levels of suspicion that might render results invalid) before being fully informed as to the nature and goals of the current research (Bargh and Chartrand, 2000) . 2 No participants known "hindsight bias" effects could distort the accuracy of their reports (Hawkins and Hastie, 1990) . Instead, a funnel debriefing involves posing increasingly specific questions to probe for participants' levels of awareness before fully revealing the true nature of the research. In this case, we first broadly asked participants to report their perceptions of the aim of the study. Next, participants were asked to indicate whether anything had seemed suspicious or "off" at any point during the study. Finally, participants were told that the study was not solely intended to measure general social attitudes, for the purposes of refining existing professional development programs (i.e., the cover story they had been presented), and were asked to speculate as to possible true aims of the study. Seventy-eight white participants (62% of the full white sample) chose to complete the immediate postintervention measures (data from an additional 20 participants of color were not analyzed, consistent with the rationale described in the Participants section above). Of the subset of participants, 94% were life/biological scientists, 3% were chemists, 2% were physicists, and 1% was from another field; 72% of this subset was female and had an average age of 44 (SD = 10.65, range 30 -64). Further, 13% were full professors, 18% were associate professors, 23% were assistant professors, 25% were non-tenure-track instructors, 12% were postdoctoral associates, and 9.0% reported another title; 65% were from R1 universities, 16% were from R2 universities, 13% were from liberal arts colleges, 4% were from community colleges, and 2% were from other types of institutions; 87% taught at public institutions.
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A funnel debriefing is designed to detect any participants who accurately identified the true nature of the research, because this unusually high level of awareness could have distorted their responses (Bargh and Chartrand, 2000) . However, it is not sufficient to simply inform participants of the purpose of the experiment and then ask them to report whether they had inferred it at any point, because avoidance orientation (prevention focus) remained stable, b = −0.03, SE = 0.08, t(124.06) = −0.45, p = 0.66.
THE ROLE OF PARTICIPANT GENDER
Participant gender did not significantly impact the awareness of diversity issues or action readiness outcomes, t < 0.95 and p > 0.34 for all analyses. That is, male and female faculty did not demonstrate different levels of awareness of diversity issues or action readiness. However, a significant main effect of participant gender on subtle gender bias was observed at pretest. This indicates that, before the intervention, male participants displayed higher levels of modern sexism (M = 2.79, SD = 0.76) the variables of interest over time beyond the potential variance associated with different "Scientific Diversity" workshops. In other words, to take into account the fact that the time points were nested within participants and participants were nested within NASIs, which might have led to nonindependent observations Judd, 1986, 1996) , we conducted linear mixed-effects modeling analyses in SPSS (version 20.0). We specified a random intercepts multilevel model (which allows the intercepts to vary) with a variance components (VCs) covariance structure. This structure models a different VC for each random effect, meaning that the errors of the different levels are independent from one another. We included time point (pretest = 0; posttest = 1) and gender (female = 0; male = 1) as fixed effects and participant and which NASI participants attended as random effects.
The random effect of NASI was not significant for each of the analyses. 4 This indicates that there was no greater correlation between the responses of participants within summer institute than there was between the participants in general, suggesting that responses did not vary systematically as a function of which NASI participants attended (i.e., were not nonindependent at the level of NASI).
We also considered the role of participant gender in our analyses. Although the majority of previous research found that men and women are equally likely to express gender biases Milkman et al., 2015) , some past research has suggested that men may exhibit slightly higher Modern Sexism Scale scores than women (Swim et al., 1995 (Swim et al., , 2005 . To account for any potential differences between male and female participants, we thus included gender as a covariate in all analyses.
EVIDENCE OF INTERVENTION EFFECTIVENESS
In keeping with predictions 1-3, evidence emerged to support the efficacy of the "Scientific Diversity" workshop in that participants exhibited positive diversity-related changes 2 week after their exposure to the intervention relative to 2 weeks before the intervention (Figures 1 and 2) . Supporting prediction 1, participants demonstrated increased awareness of diversity issues 2 weeks after the diversity intervention, indicated by heightened awareness of the relative demographic homogeneity of their academic departments, b = 0.22, SE = 0.11, t(123.82) = 1.96, p = 0.04. Supporting prediction 2, participants also demonstrated reduced subtle gender bias, as shown by a decrease in scores on the Modern Sexism Scale after the diversity intervention, b = −0.13, SE = 0.06, t(124.53) = −2.14, p = 0.03. Finally, supporting prediction 3, attendees showed evidence of readiness to take action on diversity issues: their approach orientation (promotion focus) increased after the diversity training, b = 0.30, SE = 0.06, t(123.62) = 4.80, p < 0.001, while their FIGURE 1. Means for subtle gender bias and diversity awareness variables measured at pretest (2 weeks before the "Scientific Diversity" workshop) and posttest (2 weeks after the "Scientific Diversity" workshop). Scales range from 1 to 7, with higher numbers reflecting a greater extent of each variable (a truncated scale range is presented for ease of interpretation). After the intervention, diversity awareness increased significantly (p = 0.04), and subtle gender bias decreased significantly (p = 0.03). N = 126. Subtle Gender Bias Diversity Awareness FIGURE 2. Means for action-readiness variables measured at pretest (2 weeks before the "Scientific Diversity" workshop) and posttest (2 weeks after the "Scientific Diversity" workshop). Scales range from 1 to 7, with higher numbers reflecting a greater extent of each variable (a truncated scale range is presented for ease of interpretation). After the intervention, approach orientation (promotion focus) increased significantly (p < 0.001), while avoidance orientation (prevention focus) was unaffected (p = 0.66). N = 126. Our results reflect promising evidence suggesting that a scientific approach to the design, assessment, and implementation of diversity interventions can be linked to positive outcomes. Specifically, these findings have critical implications for STEM educators, in that they suggest that life scientists' subtle or unintentional gender biases may be mitigated by effective interventions. The evidence-based "Scientific Diversity" workshop was associated with increased awareness of diversity issues (supporting prediction 1), reduced subtle gender bias (supporting prediction 2), and heightened propensity to take action to address diversity challenges (supporting prediction 3) on the part of life science instructors. Because these participants regularly interact with the next generation of scientists, they reflect an important group to target with diversity interventions.
While improvements in awareness of diversity issues and reduced gender bias are heartening outcomes, they are by themselves insufficient. Effective diversity interventions must also increase participants' readiness to engage in behaviors that promote gender parity. Thus, the current action readiness results are particularly salient: the "Scientific Diversity" workshop was associated with increased approach orientation (i.e., promotion focus) and was not related to heightened avoidance orientation (i.e., prevention focus). That is, participants exhibited optimized action readiness following the intervention, such that they were more focused on engaging with their diversity goals and were not more reactive or avoidant.
This pattern of results is promising, in that heightened approach orientation (rather than reduced avoidance orientation) has been identified as a critical predictor of positive outcomes across a wide variety of domains (Crowe and Higgins, 1997; Higgins et al., 1997; Moss-Racusin and Rudman, 2010; Rudman et al., 2012) , including increased support for social equality (Does et al., 2011) and preserved executive functioning after interracial interactions (Trawalter and Richeson, 2006) . As than did female participants (M = 2.38, SD = 0.89), t(124) = 2.49, p = 0.01. This indicates that our pretest data support some prior research suggesting that, under some circumstances, men may express higher levels of gender bias than women (Swim et al., 1995 (Swim et al., , 2005 .
Notably, this gender difference was no longer present at posttest, t(123) = 1.46, p = 0.15, suggesting that the intervention may have been particularly effective at reducing male participants' subtle gender bias. However, the interaction between gender and time did not significantly predict subtle gender bias, b = −0.17, SE = 0.13, t(123.39) = −1.27, p = 0.21. This suggests that, even though the differences between men and women were significant at pretest but not at posttest, the broader interaction effect of time and gender was not reliable. Thus, we caution against drawing strong conclusions from the pretest gender difference in subtle gender bias without further replication (see Discussion section).
SUPPLEMENTAL ANALYSES: IMMEDIATE POSTINTERVENTION EFFECTS
As discussed in the Supplemental Data Collection section above, a subsample of participants completed the action readiness scales immediately postintervention, in addition to the pre-and posttest. To compare action readiness results across three points for this subsample, we performed linear mixed-effects modeling analyses that included time point with three levels (pretest = −1; immediately postintervention = 0; 2-weeks posttest = 1) and gender (female = 0; male = 1) as fixed effects and participant and summer institute as random effects. To account for the possibility that the error terms within each subject were correlated, we also specified a first-order autoregressive covariance matrix for the residuals.
Consistent with prediction 3, immediate postintervention action readiness results for this subsample mirrored the 2-week posttest results obtained with the full sample, in that the main effect of time for avoidance orientation was not significant, F(2, 136.10) = 0.73, p = 0.48, but the main effect of time for approach orientation was significant, F(2, 138.46) = 5.91, p = 0.003 (see Figure 3) . 5 Pairwise comparisons indicated that participants' approach orientation ("promotion focus") not only increased directly after the diversity training (M ∆t1−t2 = −0.20, p = 0.03), but that, as discussed in Results above, this effect remained 2 weeks after the training (M ∆t2−t3 = −0.08, p = 0.40; M ∆t1−t3 = −0.28, p = 0.001).
DISCUSSION
This research addressed a critical gap in the existing literature by testing the efficacy of a gender bias intervention targeting STEM instructors. Although calls for STEM diversity interventions have increased (Al-Gazali et al., 2013; Nature, 2015) , there are few existing interventions available for implementation, and of these interventions, almost none have been subject FIGURE 3. Means for action-readiness variables measured at pretest (2 weeks before the "Scientific Diversity" workshop), immediately following the intervention, and posttest (2 weeks after the "Scientific Diversity" workshop). Scales range from 1 to 7, with higher numbers reflecting a greater extent of each variable (a truncated scale range is presented for ease of interpretation). After the intervention, approach orientation (promotion focus) increased significantly (p = 0.003), and remained constant 2 weeks later, while avoidance orientation (prevention focus) did not change after the intervention (p = 0.48), and was also unchanged 2 weeks later. N = 78. positive changes observed here are directly attributable to the "Scientific Diversity" workshop.
Future research should also assess the extent to which these results generalize to other participant populations. Participation in the current study was voluntary, and results may thus be subject to some self-selection biases. We sought to mitigate these concerns by disguising the true nature of the research to avoid the possibility that only individuals who were particularly interested in gender bias might choose to participate in the study. Additionally, the current sample was not necessarily representative of the underlying population of life science instructors. For example, women were overrepresented in the current sample, reflective of the demographic characteristics of NASI attendees. Future research should thus utilize a randomly selected, representative participant sample to assess the extent to which the current results generalize to other groups. Additionally, the current research relied on a single-item measure of awareness of diversity issues. Specifically, we assessed the extent to which participants were aware of the relative demographic homogeneity of their home departments. Future work should utilize other multi-item measures of this construct to assess the replicability of the current results.
In keeping with other studies evaluating diversity interventions Prime et al., 2012) , the current analyses did not include data from participants of color. Because people of color often respond differently than white people on measures pertaining to diversity issues (e.g., Purdie-Vaughns et al., 2008) , it is essential to statistically account for participant race in this type of research. The low numbers of participants of color in our sample did not afford sufficient statistical power to conduct these analyses. Thus, to avoid distorting results, we limited the current analyses to white participants (although, as noted in footnote 1, results did not change when participants of color were included in analyses). Future research should include a plan to recruit racially diverse participant samples in order to robustly examine any potential racial differences in the efficacy of diversity interventions. Moreover, moving beyond gender biases, it is essential to address potential racial, ethnic, and other types of biases in STEM fields. These biases should be the sole focus of future research and interventions.
The current research assessed the extent to which participants were poised to engage in behaviors designed to address gender bias by assessing their approach orientation (i.e., promotion focus) and avoidance orientation (i.e., prevention focus). It is worth noting that promotion and prevention goal-pursuit strategies are independent of actual goal content (Crowe and Higgins, 1997) . For example, two people could pursue different diversity goals (e.g., making sure not to spend extra time with male mentees vs. fairly evaluating the competence of female students) while both employing a promotion focus. Of importance, prior work has suggested that promotion focus is associated with improved outcomes regardless of specific goal content Moss-Racusin and Rudman, 2010; Rudman et al., 2012) . That is, it appears that goal strategy (promotion or prevention) is the critical construct relevant for predicting behavioral outcomes, rather than the precise nature of the goal itself.
Thus, in keeping with previous research, we chose to focus on participants' levels of promotion and prevention foci regarding the pursuit of their diversity goals, rather than measuring a result, approach orientation was the primary action readiness variable of interest in the current research. These action readiness results highlight the potential benefits of promoting parity by working toward positive diversity goals, rather than warning against the possibility of diversity setbacks, and further underscore the importance of actively engaging attendees in diversity goals rather than blaming them for existing challenges.
Positive changes in all variables were observed during the monthlong period from pretest to posttest (as well as immediately following the intervention for action readiness), highlighting the potential of the "Scientific Diversity" workshop to initiate long-term progress. Although the effects of time point may appear modest, it is important to note that they are statistically significant (where noted and predicted) after adjusting for all NASI site-specific differences. That is, these changes in participants' diversity awareness, subtle bias, and action readiness were observed above and beyond any differences associated with each specific NASI (such as the different individuals leading the workshop, the various times over the summer when each workshop took place, the different people-and unique personalities-at each NASI, varying resources and facilities). Thus, the predicted results are robust to these site-specific fluctuations.
Consistent with some prior work (Swim et al., 1995 (Swim et al., , 2005 , results revealed that male participants expressed higher levels of subtle gender bias than did female participants at pretest. In contrast, there was no significant sex difference at posttest, raising the possibility that the "Scientific Diversity" workshop may have been particularly effective at targeting male participants' gender biases. We caution against strong interpretation of these results without further replication, in part because the interaction of participant gender and time was not significant. Additionally, the majority of existing work has not revealed gender differences in participants' gender biases Milkman et al., 2015) . At a minimum, the current results suggest that additional work is needed to shed light on the ways in which diversity interventions can be tailored to most effectively address the various needs and perspectives of attendees from different demographic backgrounds.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Both the findings and limitations of this work highlight important avenues for future research. The present study is not an RCT and thus cannot generate definitive information about causal relationships. That is, because participants were not randomly assigned to an intervention or control condition, we cannot conclusively determine that the positive effects observed on our outcome variables were due to the intervention itself. These positive changes could be attributable to other factors that occurred during the month between measurements (e.g., engaging in cooperative group work at the NASI, attending one of the other NASI workshops) or the mere passage of time itself. However, the confluence of positive results across our three different outcomes is promising, as is the fact that the immediate postintervention results for action readiness mirrored those obtained 2 weeks later at posttest. Additionally, this type of correlational evidence is necessary to provide preliminary support for the efficacy of an intervention, laying the groundwork for subsequent complex (and expensive) RCTs (Moss-Racusin et al., 2014) . Nonetheless, future research should expand upon these results by conducting an RCT to determine whether the progress. Despite calls for their widespread implementation in the STEM community, few evidence-based, validated diversity interventions are presently available. The current research revealed promising evidence of the efficacy of one such intervention. We hope that these results will help to generate additional research investigating scientific approaches to the development, evaluation, and implementation of effective diversity interventions.
participants' idiosyncratic definitions of personal diversityrelated behavioral goals. One potential shortcoming associated with this approach is that it does not rule out the possibility that participants developed somewhat neutral or weak diversity-related goals (e.g., letting issues resolve themselves) but pursued these goals using a promotion focus. In this case, participants would report high levels of promotion focus but may not actually be working vigorously to address diversity issues. However, because of the active, approach-oriented nature of a promotion focus, it is somewhat difficult to pursue neutral goals using this strategy; indeed, it is challenging to envision how one might actively pursue a goal that is, by definition, inactive. Future research should address this concern by including a measurement of the specific diversity-related goals identified by participants, as well as their promotion and prevention focus.
Finally, our results may be subject to some social desirability concerns. That is, if participants guessed the true purpose of the study, they may have attempted to provide socially desirable responses. Thus, results could reflect this desire to respond in a "politically correct" manner rather than genuine improvements in outcomes. This concern is mitigated by at least two factors. First, participants did not report guessing the true purpose of the study during the debriefing. Second, a large body of literature suggests that biases stem from a two-step process, involving both activation and expression (e.g., Bodenhausen and Macrae, 1998) . Thus, even if the current intervention did not undermine the activation of biases, the fact that participants were aware of and motivated to express the socially desirable response suggests that the intervention may have positively affected the expression of gender biases. It may not be necessary (or possible) for diversity interventions to eradicate all traces of participants' biases. Instead, successful interventions could operate efficiently on participants' motivations and abilities not to act on biased responses even if they are activated. Again, future research utilizing an RCT design should address these issues and should include additional outcomes that are less subject to possible social desirability concerns (e.g., implicit and behavioral measures).
Relatedly, the subgroup of participants who completed the immediate postintervention measures encountered an additional exposure to the action readiness scales relative to the rest of the sample. This increased familiarity could have heightened their ability to identify the true purpose of the study, and thus adjust their responses accordingly (i.e., demand characteristics). This concern is alleviated by the fact that this subgroup was no more likely than the rest of the sample to guess the true purpose of the study during the debriefing. Moreover, results drawn from this subsample did not significantly differ from other participants at posttest, suggesting that any additional demand characteristics were unlikely to have meaningfully impacted the responses of participants who completed the postintervention measures.
CONCLUSIONS
Lingering gender biases can undermine the representation of women in STEM, ultimately restricting access to talented professionals . By clearing obstacles facing talented female scientists, effective diversity interventions thus hold the potential not only to broaden women's participation but also to enhance the quality and pace of scientific
